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Address Masking on Customer Premises All: I'm having trouble with basic Cisco configuration. I am
building a green field deployment of a new Cisco Catalyst switch on premise, and due to IT policies at our
site, I'm unable to use EIGRP or BGP. I've been struggling with this and I cannot find any clear
documentation on how to properly perform IP Address Masking within a VLAN. I've done a lot of
Googling but everything I find seems rather esoteric as well as dated. Here's what I'd like to do: Building
on the existing configuration (I'm still getting familiar with it): I have a customer's VLAN called 'VOICE.'
I'd like to isolate the VOICE VLAN from the rest of the LAN. I've done something like this in the past
with ESXi (on a hosted platform) and was able to accomplish the isolation via the PVID. The VLAN is
properly built, but I need to some how add this function onto a customer premise Cisco switch. Customer
Premise to CPE VOICE VLAN gets routed to CPE 1 (IP Address Masking) IP Address masking comes
into play (On CPE 1) I know the command-line syntax for masking is pretty straightforward, but the
specific combination of CPE Interface, Subnet, and PVID do not appear to be something Cisco Docs
seem to cover. Any help or hints in the right direction would be greatly appreciated! --EDITED Thanks to
paul_fahr for the clarification on IP masks. Unfortunately I'm still having trouble putting this together.
This is what I have so far: Customer Premise (PE 1cb139a0ed
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